Modeling temporary anions in density functional theory: calculation of the Fukui function.
Two approaches are investigated for modeling electron densities of temporary anions in density functional theory (DFT). Both rely on an artificial binding of the excess electron, in one case by a compact basis set and in the other by a potential wall. The key feature of the calculations is that the degree of binding is controlled in both cases by knowledge of the negative electron affinity of the corresponding neutral, approximated in terms of DFT local functional frontier orbital eigenvalues and vertical ionization potential, A=-(epsilon(LUMO)+epsilon(HOMO))-I. To illustrate the two approaches, Fukui functions for nucleophilic attack are determined in four molecules with increasingly negative electron affinities. They yield very similar results, which are notably different to those determined without artificial electron binding. The use of a potential wall has the attractive feature that large, diffuse basis sets can be used, avoiding the need for a compact basis, tailored to a particular molecule.